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Abstract - Deep learning is widely used for advanced 
applications of image and video processing with high 
performance levels. Deep learning neural networks make use 
of the higher levels of accuracy in prediction and dynamic data 
analysis. Deep neural network has shown its extraordinary 
performance in different task of computer vision and machine 
learning tasks. These types of networks often require large sets 
of labeled data for training and involve high computational 
complexity. This poses considerable challenges for the 
development and deployment of deep neural networks in real-
time systems. In The proposed research work we analyzes the 
custom object-public sector car and state government car 
detection and tracking system. Images frames from video 
sequence are used to detect moving vehicles based on Yolov3 
object detection algorithm with darknet frame work to trained 
own custom data model. And results display on webpage using 
Flask API. This deep learning method showed better 
classification and detecting rate compare to background 
subtraction techniques. The percentage evolution of object 
detection rate is discussed in final result. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

        Deep learning is largely used for advanced applications 
of image and video processing application with high 
performance levels. Deep learning neural networks make 
use of the higher levels of accuracy in prediction and 
dynamic data analysis. Vehicle data recognition is a key part 
of Intelligent Transportation Systems [1]. Vehicle data 
recognition include types of vehicles, number plate 
recognition etc.  One of the easiest techniques for the object 
detection is the background subtraction. Background 
Subtraction is commonly used in the fields of video 
surveillance, optical motion capture and multimedia 
application where it needs to be the first step to detect the 
moving objects in the scene. There are different methods 
which are for Background Subtraction [2]. 

        These different techniques have unique strengths and 
their weaknesses in terms of performance and 
computational requirements. With the advent of artificial 
intelligence, the popular algorithms used for perform object 
detection the convolutional neural network, R-CNN (Region-

Based Convolutional Neural Networks) Fast R-CNN, 
and YOLO (You Only Look Once). R-CNN and Fast R-CNN are 
slower than YOLO and it’s fails to perform real time 
detection, YOLO is good at regression than classification and 
it can perform real time classification with good 
speed[paper]. YOLO is one of the powerful methods of real-
time object detection with integration of advanced deep 
learning. 

        In The proposed research work we analyzes the custom 
object-public sector car and official state government car 
detection and tracking system. Images frames from video 
sequence are used to detect moving vehicles based on 
Yolov3 object detection algorithm with darknet frame work 
to trained own custom data model. 

2. TECHNICAL REVIEW 

        There are several methods for detection and tracking 
some of techniques employed are discussed below. 

         Rahul Dutt Sharma have proposed optimized dynamic 
background subtraction technique for moving object 
detection and tracking. They have discussed the proposed 
technique shows accurate and wider foreground compared 
to existing background and two frame technique and 
reduced holes problem effectively [2].  

         Syed Mazhar Abbas designed region-based object 
detection and classification using Fast R-CNN they trained 
Faster R-CNN using custom based data set of images. 
Showed trained network efficiently detects objects from an 
image consisting of multiple objects. And also, network 
requires minimum GPU capability of 3.0 or higher [3]. 

         Yongbon Koo have proposed OpenCL-Darknet: An 
OpenCL Implementation for Object Detection they have 
discussed the OpenCL-Darknet, which transforms the CUDA-
based Darknet – a deep learning based object detection 
framework – into an open standard OpenCL backend also 
they evaluated the OpenCL Darknet in AMD R7-integrated 
APU with OpenCL 2.0 and AMD Radeon RX560 with OpenCL 
1.2 using the VOC 2007 dataset [4]. 

         Priyanka Malhotra comprised object detection 
techniques RCNN, Fast RCNN and YOLO are the common 
techniques employed for object detection. RCNN and Fast 
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RCNN are slower than YOLO but can detect small objects. 
YOLO is good at regression than classification. YOLO has 
difficulty in classifying small objects. Both RCNN and Fast 
RCNN fails to perform real time detection but YOLO can 
perform real time classification with good speed [5]. 

         Ajeet Ram Pathak have proposed application of Deep 
learning for object detection they demystified the role of 
deep learning techniques based on CNN for object detection 
Deep learning frameworks and services available for object 
detection are also discussed, they also represent dataset of 
pascal voc [6]. 

          Chun Ju Huangv designed chip and system for real time 
object detection based on ls-r-yolo network in system they 
adopted point cloud and image feature distribution 
algorithm, also classify cause of error between the final 
bounding box and detection frame due to algorithm takes 
real-time as the main consideration [7]. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

         This work trained custom object - public sector car and 
official state government car for detection and tracking, also 
analyzed result on webpage. To trained custom data 
certained steps followed as shown in fig 1. 

 

Fig -1: Diagram of proposed methodology 

I. CREATING DATASET OF IMAGES 
 
        For each object we have collected set of images that 
discover object in shape, side of object, relative size, angle of 
rotation, tilt, illumination. We have collected individually 
500 images for public sector car as well as official state 
government car. For official state government car, we 
analyze some specification to classify the difference between 
those cars for example some national emblem, national flag, 
Ashoka sign etc. 

 

 

Table -1: Number of training images 

Classes Number of images 

Public Sector Car 500 

State Government Car 500 

Total 1000 

 
II. BOUNDING BOX DATA NNOTATION/DATA 

LABELING IN YOLO FORMAT 
 

         Data labelling is an essential step in a supervised 
machine learning task. Annotations used for data 
labelling Bounding boxes are the most commonly used type 
of annotation in computer vision. 
         There are different types of data annotation techniques 
like bunding box, semantic, contour annotation and Bounding 
boxes - are rectangular boxes used to define the location of 
the target object. They can be determined by the 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis 
coordinates in the upper-left corner and the 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis 
coordinates in the lower-right corner of the 
rectangle. Bounding boxes are usually represented by either 
two coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) or by one co-ordinate 
(x1, y1) and width (w) and height (h) of the bounding box 
using lABELIMG tool, it is used a Python Qt5 library. We 
drawn the bounding box in images that locate the object. 

 

Fig -2: Window of LableImg with object bounding box 

         As the program window in fig-2 the file list box shows 
the input data and the class that we define will appear above 
the box. For each image we have drawn. 

         In YOLO labeling format, a .txt file with the same name is 
created for each image file in the same directory. Each .txt file 
contains the annotations for the corresponding image file, 
that is object class, object coordinates, height and width. 
<object-class> <x> <y> <width> <height> For each object, a 
new line is created. 
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Fig -3: The bounding box coordinate with a class 

III. INSTALLATION OF DARKNET FRAMEWORK 
 

         Darknet framework have different architecture, features 
than other deep learning framework and it’s supports CPU 
and GPU computation [8]. Using the windows command 
prompt (cmd) as a command line to run darknet.  
 

IV. PREPARING FILES FOR TRAINING 
 
         For custom dataset we created four files – 
custom_data.data, classes.names, train.txt, test.txt . Custom 
data. data  file consist of following five lines. 

 

Fig -4: Custom_data.data file 

         1st line contain number of classes (classes=2,car,govcar) 
, 2nd , 3rd and 4th line contain full path of train.txt, test.txt and 
classes.names files 5th line contain folder name where 
trained weights are saved after every 1000 iteration 
.Classes.names file consists of object names for training.  

 

Fig -5: classes.names file with classes names 

Train.txt and test.txt contain full path of all apropeate 
images. 

 

 

Fig -6: train.txt with full path of images 

 

Fig -7: train.txt with full path of images 

V. SETTING UP CONFIGURATION FILE: 

         Configuration file consist of specific parameter that are 
used for testing and training such parameter includes 
Learning rate, Angle, Saturation, Exposure, Hue along with 
last three layer that describe the architecture of YOLO. for 
training in darknet framework we used batch=’32’ and 
subdivision = ‘16’. If there is memory overload error, then it 
is needed to decrease batch number and increase 
subdivisions. 
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a) UPDATE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR TRAINING  

        For number of iteration we, needed to change 
max_batches and steps that are used for updating learning 
rate. max_batches is updated according to the number of 
classes. 

General equation is as following:  

max_batches = classes * 2000 (but not less than 4000)  

max_batches=2*2000=4000 

steps are calculated as 80% and 90% from max_batches. 

Max_batches=320,360 

 

Fig -8: Updated max_batches and steps in cfg file 

b) UPDATE NUMBER OF CLASSES IN 3 [YOLO] LAYERS 
AND FILTERS IN 3 [CONVOLUTIONAL] LAYERS  

          To set yolo architecture we needed to update number 
of classes and filter in every of three [yolo] layers in the end 
of the configuration files.   

General equation to calculate number of filters as following: 
filters = (classes + coordinates + 1) * masks 

filters=(2+5)*3=21 

 

 

Fig -9: Updated number of classes and filter for YOLO 
layer  in cfg file 

VI. START TRAINING PROCESS 

         Copy files created in section a in to darknet root 
directory, and start training by writing following commands 
in command prompt  

 ./darknet detector train cfg/custom_data.data 
cfg/yolov3_custom_train.cfg weights/darknet53.conv.74 

         It is possible to stop training after 1000 iteration and 
continue later by using already saved weights. to continue 
training just specify at the end of command location of 
needed weights to continue training from. 

./darknet detector train cfg/ts_data.data 
cfg/yolov3_ts_train.cfg backup/yolo-obj_1000.weights 

 

Fig -10: Completion of training process 

        When should we stop training? our training image is 
used to take some time to train dataset output, but we could 
know where the best time is to stop training by average loss, 
the lower is better. It either can stop at around below 1% 
loss (red line) for the big dataset or it reaches the maximum 
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iterations. After every 1000 iteration training weights are 
saved in backup folder as  showed in below fig-11.  

 

Fig -11: Saved weight backup folder 

VII. TEST TRAINED WEIGHTS 

        DNN (deep neural network) module is a module of 
OpenCV. In this section, we created a Python script that can 
be used OpenCV and Flask library. Moreover, we can see 
resulted videos on webpage. 

         Fig-12 is result of the public sector and official 
government sector car detecting in one frame with the 98% 
and 99% accuracy that means the system strongly confirms 
the custom object. 

 

Fig -12: Vehicle classification of public sector car and state 
government car 

Above fig-12 shows vehicle classification of public sector car 
and state government car with the accuracy of 75% and 
85%. 

 

 

Fig -13: Image with state government car with 99% and 
95% accuracy 

 

Fig -14: Detect state government car with 85% accuracy 

 

Fig -15: Detect state government car with 77% accuracy 
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Fig -16: Detect public sector car 86% and 99% accuracy 

 

Fig -17: Detect public sector car 98% and 87% accuracy 

The accuracy of the system also depends on the camera is 
placed. From fig-10 we got average loss 0.151674 after 

completing trained process. 

 

Fig -18: Object detection video streaming on web page 

 

 

Fig -19: Object detection video streaming on web page 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

        Our custom dataset can detect the public sector car and 
official state government car correctly with high accuracy. 
Also, we got 0.151674 average loss of trained process. 
Accuracy can decrease in case might happen from the test 
frame that has a low resolution than 416x416 or unsuitable 
size such of the picture. Therefore, all images in the dataset 
need to have more quality. The accuracy of object detection 
may also depend on which angle camera is fixed. This paper 
shows a complex scenario with analysis of each classification 
for typical Indian roads with better accuracy from yolov3 
custom trained model.  

         As a part of future work, it can be further extended to 
classify official state government car using numberplate, 
color, speed calculation and direction of movement for each 
vehicle. The accuracy can be improved by considering the 
all-possible vehicle category. 
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